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ABSTRACT

A pattern for use in forming molds for the casting of a
family of products. Each of the products has a central
portion of fixed dimensions and a pair of satellite por
tions of fixed dimensions spaced from the central por
tion. The distances between the central portion and
the satellite portions and thus the structure therebe
tween are variable within the family of products. The

casting pattern comprises a main body corresponding

to the central portion and a pair of secondary portions
corresponding to the satellite portions with each of the
secondary portions having an elongate projection ex
tending therefrom. The main body has openings
formed therein on opposite sides thereof and each
projection is telescopically received in one of the
openings and slidable therein for adjustment of the
distance between the main body and each of the sec
ondary positions.
3 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Conventional sand casting production entails prepa
ration of a mold by packing sand around a pattern.

When the pattern is removed, a cavity is left having the

size and shape of the casting to be made which is then
filled with molten metal. The pattern thus generally is

the same size as the exterior dimensions of the finished O

casting although some allowance must be made for
shrinkage of the molten metal upon cooling in the
mold.

Such casting production techniques have widespread
use in the production of housings for axles such as
truck or off road equipment drive axles. Cast axle hous
ings of this type include a central housing bowl formed
to accommodate gearing in the finished axle, mounting
bosses located on opposite sides of the bowl and end
structure that may include a socket member in a steer
ing axle housing. These cast axle housings may be cate
gorized in "families' of similar housings in which the
bowls, mounting bosses and end structures are identical
but are separated by varying lengths of housing sec
tions. Heretofore, it has been necessary to utilize a dif
ferent casting pattern in the production of each mem
ber of such a housing family. Since patterns usually are
formed from wood or plaster and require the hand
labor efforts of highly skilled artisans, a considerable
expense in the production of these axle housings is at
tributable directly to the need for a separate pattern for
each and every housing having a unique dimension of
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An adjustable pattern constructed in accordance
with the teachings of this invention is adapted for use
in the forming of molds for casting a family of products.
Each of the products has a central portion of fixed di
mensions and a pair of satellite portions spaced from
the central portions. The distances between the central
portion and the satellite portions are variable within the
family of products. The casting pattern comprises a
main body corresponding to the central portion and a
pair of secondary portions corresponding to the satel
lite portions. Movable connecting means join each of

the secondary portions to the main body and are adjust
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able to vary the distance between the main body and
the secondary portions.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

20

FIG. 1 is a sectioned plan view of a pattern con

structed in accordance with this invention;

FIG. 2 is a plan view of the pattern of FIG. 1 illustrat

ing the pattern in a first dimensional configuration; and
25

FIG.3 is a view similar to FIG. 2 but showing the pat
tern of this invention in a second dimensional configu

ration.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Referring now in detail to the drawings, the numeral
10 denotes generally an adjustable casting pattern con
structed in accordance with this invention. The pattern
10 illustrated is utilized to form molds for the casting
of all the members of a family of vehicle axle housings
any sort.
of the steerable, drive type. (It is to be understood,
In the past, limited attempts have been made to pro 35 however, that by making slight modifications in exter
vide casting patterns of changeable sizes that could be nal configuration, a pattern similar to pattern 10 could
used in the production of various sizes of cast products. be formed for utilization in the production of different
Such a prior art casting pattern is disclosed by U.S. Pat. types of axle housings such as the non-steerable type.)
No. 1,468,202, issued Sept. 18, 1923. Adjustable cast 40 The members of the family of axle housings that can be
ing patterns such as that disclosed in this patent have produced utilizing the pattern 10 include certain por
not gained wide utilization and, in fact, are quite rare tions of identical size and configuration and other por
in the art because they have only the limited capability tions of varying size as will be described in detail below.
of being adjustable in length in a single direction from
the fixed dimension main body of the pattern. Also, 45 Since the external configuration of a casting pattern
such as pattern 10 is nearly identical to the external
prior art adjustable casting patterns have included configuration
of the finished cast product, an axle
cumbersome adjusting features requiring the perform
housing,
the
terminology
utilized herein to describe the
ance of complex, time-consuming manual tasks in
of the pattern corresponds to terminology utilized
order to accomplish a change in pattern size. Thus the parts
in the art to describe various parts of the axle housings.
concepts utilized in prior art adjustable casting patterns 50 Thus,
pattern 10 has a central bowl portion 12 hav
wholly are inapplicable to the manufacture of axle ing an the
enlarged midportion 14. It readily may be under
housings such as those described above which are quite stood that
the finished axle housings, portion 14 is
complex in shape, require pattern size adjustment in hollow andinaccommodates
gearing. On either side of
two opposite directions and are produced in extremely portion 14, the bowl 12 has portions
reduced size 16
high volume making mandatory the inclusion of only 55 and 18 that correspond to the axleofhousing
portions
relatively high speed production techniques.
through which pass half shafts driven by the gearing lo
It is, therefore, an object of this invention to provide
within the portion 14. The bowl 12 of pattern 10
a casting pattern capable of being adjusted to change iscated
formed with a bore 20 extending therethrough that
its dimensions quickly and easily.
is concentric with the portions 16 and 18 of reduced
A further object of this invention is to provide an ad 60 diameter. It should be understood that while bore 20 is
justable casting pattern capable of being changed in illustrated as singular and extending through the length
size in at least two different dimensional directions
of bowl 12, it would be an equivalent to form bowl 12
from a constant configuration main portion.
with a pair of concentric but noncommunicating bores
A still further object of this invention is to provide an that open at the extremities of the portions 16 and 18.
adjustable casting pattern capable of use in the prepa 65
The reference numerals 22 and 24 denote the mount
ration of molds for an entire family of drive axle hous
Ings.
ing boss portions of the pattern 10. In the finished axle,
30
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the mounting bosses are utilized to connect the axle to
a vehicle suspension. Mounting bosses 22 and 24 thus
are formed with irregular configurations 22a and 24a
respectively to provide the required shape for attaching
pads. Elongate portions 26 and 28 extend from one side
of mounting bosses 22 and 24 respectively and are of
such size that they are received within the bore 20. The
ends of projections 26 and 28 are reduced in size by the

4.
change its dimensions in at least two directions quickly

5

formation of chamfers 30 and 32 in order to facilitate

the insertion of these projections within the bore 20.
Mounting bosses 22 and 24 have formed therein bores
34 and 36 respectively, that open on the sides of the

mounting bosses remote from the projections 26 and
28.
A pair of socket members 38 and 40 are located out

board of the mounting bosses 22 and 24 respectively.
These socket members correspond to the axle part that
would connect to a steering knuckle. A pattern similar
to pattern 10 utilized in the production of non-steering
drive axles would have more simple configurations in
place of the socket members 38 and 40. Elongate pro
jections 42 and 44 extend from the socket portions 38
and 40 respectively, and are telescopically received in
the bores 34 and 36 of the mounting bosses. The ends
of projections 42 and 44 also are reduced in size by the
formation of chamfers 46 and 48 respectively, in order
to facilitate the assembly of the pattern.
In the family of cast axles produced utilizing pattern
10, the dimensions of the bowl 12, bosses 22 and 24
and socket members 38 and 40 are identical. The dis
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and easily, thus allowing different relative positioning
of various constant dimension parts and that is useful
especially in the preparation of molds for an entire fam
ily of drive axle housings. Another advantage gained by
use of the multiple piece pattern of this invention
wherein the various pattern elements are telescopically
received within one another is that at the point of tran
sition between two pattern elements, the continuity of
pattern material insures that no sudden break in mold
material occurs when the mold is formed around the
pattern. Thus, the continuous pattern provides for the

formation of a natural fillet in the mold thus minimizing
stress concentrations in the finished molded product. It
easily may be recognized that when patterns are made
from discrete individual pieces not having the telescop
ing relationship of this invention, slight spaces between

these individual elements could provide sharp corners
to be formed in the mold material resulting in undesir
able stress concentrations in the finished cast product.
It readily may be understood that if the degree of flexi
bility in size provided by the illustrated pattern 10 were
not desired, a similar pattern utilizing the teachings of
this invention could be prepared having only three dis

tinct parts and two telescoping parts relationships
rather than the five distinct parts and four telescoping
parts relationships of the illustrated pattern 10.
I claim:
1. A pattern for use in forming casting molds of dif
30 ferent dimensions, said pattern having a central portion
and a pair of satellite portions spaced from and on op
posite sides of the central portion, an elongate projec
tion extending from each of said satellite portions, and
bore means opening from opposite sides of said central
35 portion, said elongate projections being telescopically

tances between these identical portions vary greatly,
however, depending upon the vehicle for which the
axle family member is intended for inclusion. Such
variances in axle dimensions are accommodated by
pattern 12 due to the telescopic relationship between
the five individual parts of this pattern. This clearly received within said bore means and slidable therein to
may be seen from FIGS. 2 and 3 illustrating pattern adjust the distance between said central portion and
configurations used to make two members of a family each of said satellite portions and the overall length of
of axles, which members have vastly different dimen 40 said pattern.
SOS,
2. A pattern for use in forming molds for the casting
In the configuration shown in FIG. 2, projections 42 of a family of products, said products having a gener
and 44 are received almost entirely in bores 34 and 36 ally elongate form with a central portion of fixed di
respectively, and projections 26 and 28 are partially re mensions and a pair of satellite portions offixed dimen
ceived in bore 20. In the configuration of FIG. 3, how 45 sions spaced from said central portion, the distances
ever, all of the projections 26, 28, 42, 44 extend to a between said central portion and said satellite portions
great extent from the bores in which they are received being variable within said family of products, said pat
to give the pattern 10 a relatively large overall length. tern comprising a main body corresponding to said cen
It should be noted that pattern 10 can be adjusted into tral portion, a pair of secondary portions corresponding
an asymmetrical configuration not shown to produce a 50 to said satellite portions, each of said secondary por
correspondingly asymmetrical axle such as those used tions having an elongate projection extending there
in certain off-road equipment applications.
from, said main body having openings formed therein
The various elongate projections and the respective on opposite sides thereof each projection being tele
bores in which they are received and dimensioned to scopically received in one of said openings and slidable
produce sliding fits facilitating quick adjustment of the 55 therein to adjust the distance between said main body
relative positions of the parts. An acceptable sliding fit and each of said secondary portions and the overall
that may be utilized for the parts of pattern 10 is the length of said pattern.
American Standards Association Class RCl Close Slid
3. A pattern for use in forming casting molds of dif
ing Fit giving accurate location of the parts but allow ferent dimensions, said pattern having a central portion
ing assembly without perceptible play. As an alterna and a pair of intermediate portions spaced from and on
tive to providing such fits, pattern 10 may be formed 60 opposite sides of said central portion, each of said in
including a series of fastening means such as pins or termediate portions having an elongate projection ex
spring loaded cams that do not alter the external con tending therefrom, said central portion having open
figuration of the pattern, but may be effective to accu ings formed therein on opposite sides thereof, said in
rately locate the parts thereof while still providing for 65 termediate portion projections each being telescopi
ease of adjustment.
cally received in one of said openings and slidable
It thus may be seen that this invention provides a thereinto adjust the distance between said central por
casting pattern 10 that is capable of being adjusted to tion and said intermediate portions, each of said inter
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mediate portions having an opening formed therein on
its side opposite said intermediate portion projections,
a pair of end portions each having an elongate project-

6
ings in said intermediate portions and slidable therein
to- adjust the distances between said intermediate por

ing extending therefrom, said end portion projections tions and said end Portions.
each being telescopically received in one of said open- 5
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